February 9, 2021

Attendance Report

I. Introductions
II. Approval of Minutes (Jesse Milne)
III. Financial Report (Rebecca Snell)
Rebecca: Provided the remaining balance in the bank account. Do we want to do something for the
honor roll?
Patresa: Could we use the concessions as a reward for the students
Jeff: Will get his administrative interns to look at the remaining concessions and figure out how to distribute
the food.
Jesse: Could PTSO contribute to the funeral expenses for the Robinson student that just passed away. The
foundation did $500 should we contribute the same?
Mini: Agreed that $500 would be sufficient and that Bree has information to get the funds to the mom.
Rebecca: Made a motion to donate $500 to the family
Mini: Seconded the motion to provide funds to the family.
Action Item: Rebecca to work with Mrs. Falvey to get the funds to the parents.
IV. Updates (Jeff Freund)
New STUCO sponsor
Finished up testing for the PIB students
Working on a master schedule and hope to provide more enrichment opportunities for students over the
summer and in the new school year.
V. Other Business
Recruiting more parents
Mini: Can we get an opportunity to present to parents about PTSO?
Rebecca: Asked about the PowerPoint we used in the past.
Hoping to experiment with other alternatives to recruit more parents for PTSO
Jesse: Would prefer to keep the amount of communication to parents to a minimum.
Jeff: Open to sending out communication to parents.
Next PTSO
Jesse: Plan for the next PTSO meeting. Do we want to meet in-person or virtually?
Group: Just plan on continuing to meet virtually.
PT Conference Meals
Mini: What’s the plan for providing meals to teachers?
Action Item: We will decide this on March 9th
VI. Open PTSO Positions
a) Vice President
b) Secretary

